






independent of breast density. Product manager Ann-Sofi 

Hoff adds her support to the importance of enhancing the 

visual aspect of breast cancer screening, saying ifs '"the most 

common method·· of assessing a woman·s risk of breast cancer. 

··with a focus on dense breasts comes the need to develop

ways to help radiologists make better judgments for their 

patients:· Hoff says. '"There are situations where breasts are too 

dense to make effective evaluations. Our software increases the 

image·s contrast and makes the details easier to detect:·

Despite the scientific nature of an assessment software 

tool, there·s still the option for the radiologist to override the 

findings, for a number of reasons. 

··software can under- or overread an image, and if I think

that has happened, I will override the result,"" Weigert says. 

··1rs not a perfect tool, but I do rely on it and believe that it has

improved our credibility:·

Adoption of assessment software could also depend on the 

nature of the imager. 

""There could be a difference between how a breast imaging 

specialist uses assessment software vs how a general radiol

ogist uses it,"" Sprague says. '"I could see general radiologists 

always using what the computer tells them, where a breast 

imager might be likely to override the results:· 

Usage could also be determined by whether the imaging is 

occurring in a state with mandatory dense breast notification 

laws, he adds, as well as the standard protocols per practice 

for when a woman is diagnosed with dense breasts. 

Weigert notes that any assessment software should be 

seen as an enhancement to mammography. With that, having a 

Heterogeneosly dense breast tissue can easily mask small tumors. 

tool that could add a clearer outcome to a mammography 

image could go a long way toward keeping this ··gold standard'" 

breast cancer screening modality in the spotlight. 

'"The message with mammography is, we want to 

make sure that we provide the most information possible 

for everyone we see, .. she says. '"If we want to keep 

mammography as the frontline choice for breast cancer 

screening, assessment software could help us use this 

modality to better triage patients and determine the next 

steps in  their screening process.'" 

- Kathy Hardy is a freelance writer based in Phoenixville,

Pennsylvania. She is a frequent contributor to Radiology Today. 
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